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P13
Project program (8 Months Detail Design & Approvals from handover 

to the appointed bidder)
May we interpret this as 8 months until end of ECSA Stage 3 detail design and sign off of the details design report? Yes.

This is contradicting to above line on P13 as it also includes ECSA Stage 4.

Eight (8) months for R300m of work is very short period. Stage 4 also include the procurement of the contractor 

and appointment. If you leave out 2 to 3 months for the procurement of the contractor it only gives us 5 – 6 

months for the designs and procurement documents.

Could you increase the 8 months to at least 12-15 months?

Addendum to 

tenderers:
Client will only accept bank letters of A and B where Would bank rating of C also be acceptable?

Bank letter A = Undoubted for the amount

B = Good for the amount Bank rating include:

A = Undoubted for the amount

B = Good for the amount

C = Good for the amount quoted, if strictly in the way of business.  The subject has a good record, the amount may 

appear high in relation to normal transactions on the

Account.  Code C is most common, and the account holder is unlikely to commit themselves beyond their means.

P26 Clause 8
The timeframes for stages 1 – 4 be completed (with approvals) within 

8 months from date of project handover.

The construction period will be determined by the appointed bidder. The 8 month 

timelines refer to end of stage 3.

As indicated in the addendum shared to all bidders for ORTIA PRT BULK - Grade A/B & 

C (as per addendum)
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May we complete the document electronically (instead of by hand) and sign electronically?
NO, ALL  documents must be handwriting as clearly stated on the condition of bidder 

otherwise your bid will be disqualified.

This is generally acceptable by most clients.

We will then print out hard copies and put on USB drive for you.
As outlined in the briefing you hand complete the original file and scan it on the USB 

not the other way round. We won’t accept typed or electronic filed copies

Provisional sum of R1m Could you increase the amount since the construction amount increased? We cannot justify any further increases without justification.

a. Planning, Studies, Investigations and Assessments 

The provision of all services described in Clause 3.1 of 

Government Gazette , Vol 669, 26 March 2021 No. 44333:

P17 Clause 5.7a, 

b, c

b. Normal and standard services:

The provision of normal services described in Clauses 3.2.1 to 3.2.6 

(inclusive) of Board Notice 243 of 2013: Guideline for defining the 

Scope of Services and for determining the Professional Fees for 

Persons Registered in terms of the Engineering Profession Act, 2000 

(Act No. 46 of 2000),

c. Additional Services 

The provision of the additional services as described in Clause 3.3 of 

Board Notice 243 of 2013: Guideline for defining the Scope of Services 

and for determining the Professional Fees for Persons Registered in 

terms of the Engineering Profession Act, 2000 (Act No. 46 of 2000), 

Board Notice 243 of 2013,

We only received one document P1 – 76

May we assumed Envelope 1: Technical

P1 – 76 with P37, P38 not filled in. Also P54 has the bid price – so that also not filled in?

Envelope 2: P37 and P38 filled in and the BEE certificate. There is no Form of Offer? P54 (Local Content included in 

envelope 2)?

Construction documentation What suite of Contract must be used for the Construction Contract, GCC 2015, Fidic, NEC 3 or NEC 4?
That will be finalised during stage 3. The best suited contract for the works will be 

chosen.

General Completing and signing of document.

P1 Submission of tender in 2 envelopes (hard copy and USB)

As clearly articulated during the briefing session. Technical information and returnable 

must be on one envelop and any information relating to pricing/financial proposal etc 

must be on its own envelop. Thus why its clear that you submit two separate envelops 

for Technical and Price

P38

The Bill of Quantities refer to Form of Offer

There is no Form of Offer in the tender? Is that an omission? Or will you use P37 and P38 as the form of offer (no 

place to sign these pages)?
Form of Offer is your pricing schedule and you can sign at any place in the submission

May we assume that GIDZ refers to latest ECSA guideline (2021) in all instances? Yes, that’s correct.

Construction 

contract



There is no Special Conditions of Contract or Contract Data in the tender specifying the contractual details? This 

typically identify the following:

For contract with successful bidder, as client we will in all likelihood use a PROCSA 

agreement. This will be finalised during contracting with the appointed bidder.

1. Names of parties to contract

2. Limit of liability and duration All special condition will be covered during contracting

3. Order of precedence of contract documents

1. What is the estimated construction period to base our Construction Monitoring (Level 3) fees proposal on or 

is the expectation that each Tendering entity provide their own estimated construction period?

1. At this point in time, we do not have an estimated construction time due to the 

finalisation of the design works(which this tender seeks to do). You can base it on 

judgement from previous experience. Fees will be determined as a percentage of 

the value works.

1. The following additional services are required for the successful completion of the project BUT the table for 

“Total Fees” does not make provision for inclusion of associated fees:

a. Provision of a Level 3 Construction Monitoring.

b. Acting as Employer’s Agent in terms of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.

c. Provision of an independent Environmental Control Officer (ECO).

Under which items must we include fees for these additional services:

We have perused the project document and have noted some contradictions/ inconsistencies. 

An organogram is provided on page 11.  However, page 27 makes reference to a Quantity Surveyor who is missing 

on the organogram. Then, page 31 shows additional professionals who do not feature on either pages 11 and 27. 

May you please provide clarity.

The organogram on page 11 is typical and should be used as a guideline. Each 

consortium/company must provide their own organogram showing the mandatory 

professionals

P66-76 Conditions of Contract (Client contract with Consultant)

Kindly use the table as guideline. You can modify and add rows as you see fit. You need 

to include all associated cost and allocate them to where they are required in each 

stage.  



Kindly provide clarification on the following:

It is captured in the terms of reference that it is a requirement of this tender to cost for Level 3 construction 

monitoring, a full time Occupational Health and Safety Officer and an Environmental Control Officer. 

1. At this point in time, we do not have an estimated construction time due to the 

finalisation of the design works(which this tender seeks to do). You can base it on 

judgement from previous experience. Fees will be determined as a percentage of the 

value works.

Furthermore, it is captured in the minutes of the site briefing that Bidders must price according to the pricing 

schedule.

However, no provision has been made in the professional fee table provided in the terms of reference for 

construction monitoring, ECO or OHSA. 

2. Kindly use the table as guideline. You can modify and add rows as you see fit. You 

need to include all associated cost and allocate them to where they are required for 

each stage.  

It is presumed that the Provisional sum for specialist services does not cover these costs.

Request:

Kindly clarify how we should proceed to cost for the above-mentioned services.

Will you be sending out a pricing schedule addendum with a line item that caters for these services? - If so, please 

specify the construction duration so that all Bidders base the costing on the same set of criteria

Construction level 3 monitoring, Environmental control officer and Health and Safety 

Agent should be costed for a duration of 12 months. The duration of these 

professionals are subject to the construction duration and GIDZ has the right to amend 

accordingly. 

The way I see it, there are 2 variables that are subject to interpretation. 

1. The one, is the split in the scope of work between the civil and electrical components and associated split in the 

costs

The split is important because these 2 disciplines have a different costing profile. For example on a CAPEX of 

R100m, the civil fees 7.39 %age fee; and the electrical fees will be 6.92 %age fee according to ECSA guidelines for 

normal services.
Also the %age split across the stages differ between civil and electrical. For example the civil %age for the contract 

admin stage is 15% and for electrical its 35%.

Whilst we do understand the logic behind this, we cannot fully determine the scope of 

civil and electrical costs at this stage. This will be determined during at the end of stage 

3. What is important to us the basket fee percentage that each bidder submits. The 

winning bidder will than submit invoices accordingly and how they pay each 

consultant(if it’s a consortium) would be their prerogative. Remember the % split as 

per the guidelines are, guidelines. You can negotiate your payment terms with 

consortium partners if need be. I would also suggest you peruse through the 

documentation submitted as it may assist you with allocation of the work.



1. The other is the construction durations, as there are 3 services linked to this, i.e. the Construction monitoring 

team, Environmental control officer, and Health and Safety Agent

The duration becomes important because these 3 services are not based on a %age of the fee, but are time and 

cost items that are directly related to the construction duration.

Would it not be better for the GGDA to peg down the CAPEX per discipline and construction duration. You can 

qualify that the capital costs provided and split in the scope as well as the construction duration are solely for the 

purposes of evaluation and may vary at the time of appointment or implementation of the project. 

Unfortunately, it is too late for us to recommend the table as you suggested to bidders. 

We, as GGDA, may be found wanting if the estimates for works as stipulated below are 

vastly incorrect. We cannot justify to treasury, our board and Gauteng province that 

we used a table a potential bidder had recommended.  You are most welcome to use 

your table as its your thinking. 

Noted. However, we do not have an indication of the expected timeframes for 

construction. You are more than willing to submit monthly costs for each professional 

service mentioned above and I would recommend you to base it on works that your 

company has done of a similar nature.


